
Habitat Family Support, Minutes for November 14, 2019 – Submitted by Jennifer Bernth 
Present: Jennifer Bernth (chair), Dana Jelinek, Cindy Kelley, Del Friesen, Dennis DeLeon, and Max 
Luber 
Excused: Daryl Kelley 

Old Business 
1.  Surveys – No more until 2020 

 2.  Contacts – Send Christmas cards to families celebrating first year in their new houses 
 3.  Newsletter articles – Del has December 

4.  Service Grant – Dana and Max updated us on the status of the Capacity Building grant and 
our affiliates survey results.  This led to discussion at the board meeting regarding committee 
goals for the future (which will be discussed in new business). 

 
New Business: 

6. New Goals. All representatives from the committee who are board members (Max and Dennis) 
discussed and created goals for the committee over the next three fiscal years.  Our committee 
falls under the section for Homeowner Services.  These were all tied to areas of the survey where 
our affiliate was meeting some, but not quite all, of the criteria for the next tier up.  Three goals 
were made, one to be addressed each year (2020/21, 2021/22, 2022/23).  These goals were then 
further broken down into quarters, with the first quarter being July-September 2020.  These goals 
have been submitted to the grant sub-committee.  We will discuss more at future meetings and/or 
the annual meeting. 
 
7. Sweat Equity Opportunities. This coming Saturday (16th) is the last day of the year for 
construction.  There will possibly be some chances to work in the storage building.  These will be 
on an as-needed basis and will be determined by Dana.  Families are also welcome to help by 
handing out flyers at the Downtown Christmas, help with the Cookie Walk, and help at events 
selling Build a Dream raffle tickets (beginning in December).   
 
8. Updates. Members discussed recent contacts with partner families.  Mentors were encouraged 
to reach out to their families to see how they are doing with Sweat Equity, now that construction is 
ending for the year.  We can also share the opportunities discussed above, in #7.  Many of us 
have not seen our families since the craft day in October.  Jennifer is having difficulty 
communicating with her family.  They speak very little English and her Spanish is limited.  They 
are unable to communicate well via text message either due to their limited education levels and 
not writing/spelling well in Spanish.   
   
Adjourned at 7:01 pm 
 
The next meeting has been scheduled for Tuesday, December 10th due to the board meeting 
being on our normally scheduled night.   


